Given a renormalization scheme of QCD, one can define a mass scale Λ QCD in terms of the beta function. Under a change of the renormalization scheme, however, Λ QCD changes by a multiplicative constant. We introduce a scheme independent Λ QCD using a connection on the space of the coupling constant.
QCD with no quarks is parametrized only by the strong fine structure constant g ≡ α s .
There is no physical meaning to the value of the parameter g for two reasons. First, the value of g changes as we change the scale at which we define the theory. This scale dependence is given by the renormalization group (RG) equation:
where the beta function can be expanded as
Second, the parameter changes when we change the renormalization scheme. Changing a scheme is equivalent to redefining g byg
where f (g) is an arbitrary regular function constrained by
Forg, the RG equation is given by
where
We use the convention in which the RG runs toward the infrared. We will measure quantities of mass dimension d in units of µ d , where µ is the renormalization scale. Hence, we can take µ = 1 from now on.
The function Λ QCD (g) gives a physical mass scale, and therefore it must satisfy the
The solution, up to a multiplicative constant, is given by [1] Λ QCD (g) = e
where b 1 , b 2 are defined in Eqn. (2) . Unfortunately, this definition depends on the scheme.
[2]
To see the scheme dependence, we compare Λ QCD (g), given by (8), withΛ QCD (g) for g, defined analogously bỹ
(Recall the scheme independence of the coefficients
is invariant under the RG, it is a constant. Hence, we can evaluate the ratio at the origin g = 0. We findΛ
where the constant a is given by
To remove the scheme dependence, it is not enough to know the beta function. We need an additional quantity whose scheme dependence cancels that of the beta function.
In ref.
[3] a connection on the theory space has been introduced. In this particular case the theory space is simply a line with a coordinate g. The change of g is generated by a conjugate field O g . If we write the lagrangian density as
then the conjugate field is given by
(The above expression can be made more precise. But it is not important here.) Under the coordinate change (3), the conjugate field transforms like a tangent vector
We can introduce a connection (c g ) g g (g) over the tangent vector bundle. It is characterized by its coordinate transformation property:
where the composite fields of dimension higher than four are suppressed. The coefficient in front of the conjugate field is expressed as the second order covariant derivative of the beta function [3] :
This relation determines the connection uniquely. For small g, the connection behaves as [4] (c g )
(See ref. [5] for an explanation of the singular term 1/g in an analogous model.)
We now define a constant K by
(To compute K, we must calculate the OPE coefficient (17) up to two loop order. It has not been done yet in any scheme.) We defineK for the coordinateg analogously. The transformation property (15) impliesK
where a is given by (11). This implies that Λ QCD (g), redefined by
is invariant under the change of coordinate (3). Therefore, Λ QCD (g) is scheme independent.
Let M (g) be the mass gap in QCD. From the RG, it must be proportional to Λ QCD (g).
Since M (g), being physical, is independent of the scheme, the proportionality constant must be also scheme independent:
M (g) = (universal constant) · Λ QCD (g).
In this short note we have shown how to define a scheme independent scale parameter Λ QCD in terms of the beta function β g and connection (c g ) g g . The scheme dependence of the two quantities gets canceled in Λ QCD .
